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An Unprecedented Era of Science

The future of science is being driven by: 

• New tools that are collecting massive amounts of 
data — about the natural world, the built 
environment, human biology and behaviors, and more 

• Powerful AI technologies that are essential to 
analysis, connection and application of massive data 
streams 

• People working and training together across 
disciplinary boundaries using flexible workspaces 
and shared resources
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Much of life sciences research is 
currently limited by speed and 
scale of data that can be 
acquired



CMU Cloud Lab

• Remote controlled laboratory 

• Automated instrumentation + technicians 

• Everything traceable ! reproducible science 

• On site synthesis and/or samples sent to lab 

• Based on Emerald Cloud Lab facility/partnership
https://www.emeraldcloudlab.com/

https://www.emeraldcloudlab.com/


• Instrument working group  

• Undergrad + grad training 

• Faculty research  

• Business planning 

• Grant applications 

• Publications

CMU Cloud Lab



User-designed scripts allow complex workflows

Example Workflow 1 

1.Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis 
2.Reverse-phase prep HPLC purification 
3.QC by MALDI mass spectrometry & analytical HPLC re-injection 
4.Bioconjugation chemistry on a liquid handler 
5.Fluorescence kinetics binding assay in a cell-free environment 

Example Workflow 2 

1.Precipitation conditions screening on a liquid handler 
2.Validate by sample imaging 
3.Isolate powder by filtration and wash 
4.Dry on spin vacuum 
5.Further characterization on power XRD 

Example Workflow 3 

1.DNA oligomer synthesis 
2.Purification zby ion exchange HPLC with faction collection 
3.MALDI all fractions and pool desired aliquots 
4.Freeze and lyophilize fractions 
5.UV melting experiments5

Proof of Concept in Progress 

Marcel Bruchez (Molecular Biosensors & Imaging) is actively 
conducting experiments on intracellular signaling at ECL.



Why an Academic Cloud Lab?

Research productivity 
• Access to array of instrumentation, instead 

of just what is in individual labs 

Increased productivity  
• Estimates from ECL customers – up to 7x 

increase in research productivity 
• Conservative estimate – 2x of research 

papers in same amount of time 

Reproducibility 
• Results are fully traceable 
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Open science  
• Improved collaborations 
• Knowledge sharing 
• Open source 

Educating next generation of scientists 

Democratization of science 
• Accessibility for anyone with internet 

Next gen robotics 

Active learning 
• Automated instrumentation + machine learning



Pilot Project – Proof of Concept 2019
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Dima recreated research that focused on creating 
novel compounds (synthetic DNA) 
• synthetic DNA targeted generation of singlet oxygen using light activation of a genetically 

encoded fluorogen-activating proteins 

In a traditional lab, synthesis of three compounds 
typically takes one week. 

Using the Emerald Cloud Lab, he was able to  
synthesize hundreds of compounds in one week.  

Kolodiezneyi now works at Emerald Cloud Lab.  

Dmytro 
Kolodieznyi,  
former MCS, 
Chemistry Ph.D. 
student  



Proof of Concept: Automation & AI for Polymer Synthesis 2021
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In a traditional lab, finding ideal candidates for an 
MRI imaging agent would require scientists to 
create and test 50,000 monomer compositions, 
which could take years — and likely would be 
impossible.  

Using artificial intelligence, active learning, and 
automation Oles and colleagues found the ideal 
candidates by testing less than 400 polymers in 
a week of lab time.  

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.1c08181 Olexandr(Oles) Isayev, MCS, Chemistry
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How Will the Cloud Lab Transform Science? 

Productivity

Open Science Active Learning

Reproducibility
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How Will the Cloud Lab Transform Society? 

Flexibility

Workforce 
Development

Democratization 
of Science

Address Socially 
Relevant 
Challenges
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Timeline for CMU Academic Cloud Lab

Winter 2020 Financial planning Complete

Spring 2021 University approval Complete

Summer 2021 Hire architect and engineer Complete

Fall – Winter 2021 Design + Renovations In process

Fall – Winter 2021 Equipment negotiations and purchases In process

Early 2022 Equipment receipt 

Summer 2022 Academic Cloud Lab build out and initial testing 

Fall 2022 Academic Cloud Lab fully operational



Future Home of the CMU Cloud Lab
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• CMU owned 
building 

• Near Bakery 
Square 

• 10-min drive to 
campus



Construction Update – Nov 2021 
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• Architect and 
construction 
management 
teams hired 

• Space vacated 

• Core testing done 
(site is ok for 
heavy equipment)



Cloud Lab Layout
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• ~ 16,000 sf 

• ~200 unique instruments



What does future look like

• Open and collaborative 

• Train next generation 

• Expand platform capabilities – instrumentation, robotics and AI/ML 

• Creation of new disciplines  

• Streamline flow of technology and knowledge 
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Thank you



Cloud labs, open 
science and the data 
deluge 

@cmkeithw  

Keith Webster 

Dean of University Libraries  
Helen and Henry Posner Jr. Dean’s Chair 
Director of Emerging and Integrative Media Initiatives 
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http://www.oclc.org/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-evolving-scholarly-record-2014-overview.html









OPEN SCIENCE





The COVID-19 pandemic raises our awareness of the 
importance of science, both in research and international 

cooperation. The present crisis also demonstrates the 
urgency of stepping up information sharing through open 
science. The time has come for us to commit all together. 

~ UNESCO



Open Science aims to make scientific 
knowledge, methods, data and evidence freely 
available and accessible for everyone, increase 
scientific collaborations and sharing of 
information for the benefits of science and 
society, and open the process of scientific 
knowledge creation and circulation to societal 
actors beyond the institutionalized scientific 
community

https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation



CMU LIBRARIES 
& OPEN SCIENCE



Tools 
KiltHub 

LabArchives 
OSF 

protocols.io 

CMU Libraries and Open Science
Our role is grouped into five themes



www.companyname.com 
© 2016 Jetfabrik Multipurpose Theme. All Rights Reserved. 
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CMU open access agreements

1 JULY 2020

Our largest open access 
only publisher

PLOS
Agreement with a 

commercial publisher with 
substantial society 

portfolio

WILEY

1 JAN 20221 JAN 2020

First institutional 
agreement for Elsevier - 

for all CMU corresponding 
authors

ELSEVIER
Agreement via ACM Open 
- aims to move all journals 

to OA

ACM

1 JAN 2020 1 JAN 2021

Our first agreement with a 
university press

CAMBRIDGE



Training 
Carpentries  

Other workshops 

Tools 
KiltHub 

LabArchives 
OSF 

protocols.io 

CMU Libraries and Open Science
Our role is grouped into five themes









Training 
Carpentries  
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Tools 
KiltHub 

LabArchives 
OSF 

protocols.io 

CMU Libraries and Open Science
Our role is grouped into five themes

Events 
AIDR & OSS



October 19, 2020 
https://events.library.cmu.edu/aidr2020/



October 20, 2020 
https://events.library.cmu.edu/oss2020/



Training 
Carpentries  

Other workshops 

Tools 
KiltHub 

LabArchives 
OSF 

protocols.io 

Collaboration 
dataCoLAB 

Bioinformatics Hackathon 
Citizen Science 

CMU Libraries and Open Science
Our role is grouped into five themes

Events 
AIDR & OSS





Coming soon: Coding Collab





Training 
Carpentries  

Other workshops 

Tools 
KiltHub 

LabArchives 
OSF 

protocols.io 

Collaboration 
dataCoLAB 

Bioinformatics Hackathon 
Citizen Science 

Outreach 
Assessment 

Benchmarking 
Research

CMU Libraries and Open Science
Our role is grouped into five themes

Events 
AIDR & OSS



Developing a Logic Model



 
Disciplinary Norms 
Data Types 
Culture of lab group 

Private data All research 
products 
public

Some public data

Individuals who 
are not familiar 
or interested in 
open science

Open Science 
practitioners, might be 
used to data sharing 
because of mandates

Open Science 
advocates 
and 
champions

Program Outreach

Presenting open science as a gradient of practices



 

Private Protocols

• Reproducibility 
over time 
within a lab  

• Publishing 
complete 
methods

Public protocols

• Improved 
documentation 

• Version Control 
• Reproducibility for 

your later self 

• Transparency 
• Discoverability 
• Importance for 

fixing the 
reproducibility 
crisis 

Protocols shared  
with research group

Program Outreach

Example of outreach for protocols.io



Who uses our tools and participates our activities? 
Who are our top users?  
Which disciplines are the most engaged? 
How do people use our tools or activities?   
Why do people use our tools or activities?   
What impact are we making? 

Integrated 
user data

Scattered 
data from 

each service
Questions

Developing meaningful metrics 



Developing meaningful metrics 



Why: what do people get out of our services

Feedback  

Targeted, data driven survey design

Advisory 
group from 
top users 

(2021)

User data
Targeted 
surveys & 
interviews

How much time / money are we 
saving researchers 

How many grant awards / 
publications / career 
opportunities are we helping 
researchers to obtain  

How many communities are we 
helping to adopt open science  

How much are we contributing to 
the cultural shift 



Subscribe to our newsletter 
Join our events 
Look out for next AIDR and OSS conferences 

Gainey & Wang presentation to CNI Fall 2021 (slides 48-53) 

     openscience@andrew.cmu.edu 

     #CMUOpenScience 

https://www.library.cmu.edu/services/open-science 

mailto:openscience@andrew.cmu.edu
https://twitter.com/hashtag/CMUopenscience?src=hashtag_click
https://www.library.cmu.edu/services/open-science

